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Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767)

Suite in A minor TWV55:a2  
for flute, strings and basso continuo
1. I. Ouverture 10’37
2. II. Les Plaisirs 3’32
3. III. Air à l’Italien 6’53
4. IV. Menuett I-II 3’52
5. V. Rejouissance 2’29
6. VI. Passepied I-II 1’35
7. VII. Polonoise 3’58

Concerto in D TWV51:D2  
for flute, strings and basso continuo
8. I. Moderato 2’34
9. II. Allegro 4’14
10. III. Largo 3’34
11. IV. Vivace 3’01

Suite “La Bizarre” in G TWV55:G2  
for strings and basso continuo
12. I. Ouverture 5’07
13. II. Courante 2’11
14. III. Gavotte en Rondeau 1’05
15. IV. Branle 0’57
16. V. Sarabande 1’49
17. VI. Fantaisie 1’09
18. VII. Menuet I-II 3’40
19. VIII. Rossignol 1’56

Concerto in G TWV51:G2  
for flute (or oboe), strings and basso 
continuo
reconstructed by Arn Aske
20. I. Andante 2’43
21. II. Vivace 2’35
22. III. Adagio 2’06
23. IV. Allegro 2’36
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Telemann, the language of traditional music and… the Pan flute?
“From one discovery to the next…”

Viewed within the framework of its original historical context, the interpretation 
of baroque music is a particularly fascinating endeavour. Great inspiration is to be 
found in the wealth and range of period treatises and essays, and this along with the 
constant creativity of the musicians involved accounts for the proliferation of new 
approaches to interpretation.

Listening to this recording thus stimulates reflection regarding specific musical 
concepts: pronunciation in music, the use of timbre, the nature of rhythm and 
movement, intonation systems, the fitting out of period instruments, and lastly the 
influence of traditional practices and usage. To this end, the current booklet also 
contains explanations concerning the origins of the Pan flute and its use during the 
baroque period.

In line with their earlier work on Antonio Vivaldi, Hanspeter Oggier and the 
Ensemble Fratres have now chosen to address the delectable feast of Georg Philipp 
Telemann’s wonderfully joyous music. Meticulous in his work, alert and inventive, 
Telemann was a great colourist whose coherence and open mindedness allowed him 
to conjure up echoes of the infinite cosmos. We are thus offered views from a window 
onto another world.

Telemann the colourist
“You provided him with a list of exotic plants which you were anxious to obtain, 
and I have embraced this opportunity with great pleasure, and have done my best 
to procure these plants for you, and you will soon receive them all.”1 (letter from 
Georg Friedrich Handel to Georg Philipp Telemann, 20 September 1754). Telemann 
thus comes across as thoroughly amiable in his greatness, much loved by his fellow 
musicians, with a painter’s delight in Nature’s colours, shapes and scents. Telemann 
pursued perfection even when his focus was gardening. This was particularly so 

during the years 1740-1755, a period of creative 
retreat, and in the season preceding his last great 
works, when he took his orphaned grandson under 
his wing.

During his youth Telemann had expressed 
a similar passion, though at the time it was 
for musical instruments: “Oh how my heart 
beats, when I see the walls and corners of the 
room covered with musical instruments”.2 And 
elsewhere: “Excellent instrumentalists I have met 
here and there have made me want to improve my 
performance on my instruments. I would have done 
so to a greater extent if an inner fire had spurred 
me beyond the keyboard, the violin and the flute, to 
learn the oboe, the chalumeau, the viola da gamba, 

or indeed the double bass and the bass trombone.”3

In Telemann the prevalence of curiosity over unilateral perfectionism suggests the 
desire to produce works that were straightforward and accessible to all. There is 
no hint of superficiality in this approach, however: “It is necessary and useful”, he 
insists, “on knowing and distinguishing these genres in their essential features (…) 
without such awareness no one can be swift and felicitous in their inventions. Precise 
knowledge of the instruments is essential to composition.”4 To enrich the portrait of 
Telemann as an enlightened scholar bent on research, suffice it to pause for a moment 
on his recollections of travels in Moravia. A true pioneer of ethno-musicology, he 
declares that “When the court [of Sorau] moved for six month to Plesse, at Count 
Promnitz’s property in Upper Silesia, as well as in Cracow, I became acquainted with 
Polish and Hanack music in all its barbarian beauty.”5 And a little later: “An attentive 
person could, in eight days, find ideas here for a lifetime.”6

miniature painting from: 
Hildegardis Bingensis, Liber 
Divinorum Operum (finalized in 
1173), cura et studio A. Derolez et 
P. Dronke, Brepols 1996, Corpus 
Christianorum, Continuatio 
Medievalis XCII.



The importance of Marin Marsenne’s description
The instrument also played a role in traditional music in France, Italy and indeed 
Germany. And this interest did not wane even during the baroque period7, when 
the Pan flute was often mentioned: towards 1640 Pierre Trichet described it as 
a “flageolet è plusiers tuiaux” (“flute with several pipes”); Praetorius in 1619 
mentioned a “fistula vel Satyri Pfeiffen” (fistula or Pan flute); and Marsenne, in 
1636, in his Harmonie universelle begins the description of wind instruments with an 
“instrument que l’on attribue à Pan & son usage” (“an instrument attributed to Pan 
and his customs”). In so doing he established not only its nobility, but also its survival 
in musical practice.

Marsenne actually made efforts to reject its pagan origins: “It is not necessary to 
advise musicians and poets of the fact that there is only one God (…) All that the 
sages of antiquity meant by the name [of Pan] was universal nature, the figure of he 
who first revealed the use of the reed (chalumeau) and of pipes in music”. One of 
the encouragers of the modern acoustics provides us with the key for resolving the 
problem of the name: Was the instrument played in church as long as the name Pan 
was avoided? The use of the word chalumeau (calame = reed) is a clear declaration 
of the material involved: entirely vegetable in origin, knots and all. The Pan flute was 
thus a reed pipe, and by extension a chalumeau.

Marsenne also pointed out that in his day, the instrument was often referred to as 
the sifflet de chaudronnier, or the boilermaker’s whistle, because people of this trade 
used them and played them in the streets. Moreover, he described how the instrument 
was closed at one end, as in Antiquity, which makes the air blown into it return 
towards the chin of the player. It could be made of gold, silver, copper, white metal 
(“as nowadays”), goose quills, or hollow wood or pottery. Marsenne then went on to 
describe simple chalumeau instruments, both closed and open, which in construction 
are more closely related to the Pan flute than to the recorder. They were made from a 
straight pipe produced by nature, the bark of a willow in sap, a wheat shaft: in other 
words, pipes with a more or less cylindrical bore.

The Pan flute through the ages: Organology and 
appellations
To engage in this particular musicological discussion it is first 
necessary to provide a relatively detailed historical outline. 
Thus we advise the reader whose main focus is simply to 
listen to the music, at least the first time round, to proceed 
straight to the paragraphs following the heading “The 
refinement of Telemann’s music”. Be warned, however: The 
first time Telemann actually came into contact with the Pan 
Flute was in Moravia and Germany.

Persistence of the Pan flute of antiquity and medieval times
The Moldavian and Romanian naï flute closely resembled 
that of ancient Greece. It consisted of reeds bound together, 
as in a Pan flute or syrinx, and was introduced to Moldavia 
by the Wallachian communities, whom Telemann may have 
heard making music. Cut out of a single block of wood, 
the early western form of the instrument gained ground 
under the Roman Empire and was still common in Moravia. 
Reflections of its survival are also to be found in Medieval 
European documents attesting to the existence of a pipe 

known as a frestel (from the Latin fistula, “pipe”, in the medieval sense a flute with 7 
pipes), classified among the chalumeau family on account of the material used, which 
was reed. For example, the 14th century French composer, music theorist and poet, 
Philippe de Vitry, describes the God Pan and his reed pipe, or frestel de rosiaux.

For a long time, playing the monoxyle (carved from a single block) frestel was the 
privilege of learned circles. A miniature included in Hildegarde von Bingen’s Liber 
divinorum operum clearly illustrates its place alongside the organetto and the rebec.

Pan musiziert mit den 
Hirten, Christoph 
Angermair (ca. 
1600–1632).
Detail from the Cabinet 
for Antique Coins of 
Elisabeth von Lothringen 
(orginated between 1618 
and 1624).



affecting the sound. With flutes the cylindrical bore preceded the conical bore in time, 
so that the Pan flute unquestionable seems to belong to the family of the cylindrical 
bore wind instruments, which is that of the chalumeau.

Accounts of the traditional instrument in the learned baroque repertoire
Mersenne was not the only writer to bear witness to the widespread use of the 
Pan flute. Le Cerf de la Viéville8 praised Lully for using to fine effect the sifflets de 
chaudronniers, or boilermaker’s whistle, in the refrains of Scene VI in Act II of Acis 
et Galathée (in 1686) in order to depict Polyphemus. In 1723 Filippo Bonanni refers 
to them as “Ciufoli Pastoriali” (shepherds’ whistles). Likewise, in his Musicalisches 
Lexicon of 1723, Bach’s cousin, Gottfried Walther, mentions “Ciufoli pastori, eine 
aus verschiedenen Röhren bestehende Hirtenpfeiffe“, and quoting Bonanni actually 
uses the term Pan flute directly, translating Mersenne’s description into German, 
including the reference to the boilermakers.

Within the framework of traditional Italian instruments, the term flauto pastorale 
was used to refer to a type of Pan flute, whereas today in France a flute pastorale is a 
double flute with two resonant pipes. There are certain hybrid instruments displayed 
in museums in northwest Italy with pipes that are stopped at one end and fitted 
with mouthpieces. They were played horizontally, which made them less suitable for 
chromatic effects. Such Pan flutes are described as fistella, which would appear to be 
a Ligurian dialectal variation of the Latin fistula, and correspond to the instrument 
envisaged for the composition “Partia pro Flauto a becco pastorelle del Sign 
Kuntzen” in E major (1753). Unlike the Romanian closed instrument, this is not an 
example of assembled chalumeau pipes, but rather recorders bound together. So what 
exactly was the flute pastorale? An allegory applied to a range of different things? Is 
it possible to define the fistula pastoritia that Trévoux classified as a chalumeau? And 
does this coincide with what another Jesuit, Lebrun, in his Dictionnaire universel du 
François et du latin of 1756 referred to as the fistula pastoralis mentioned by Virgil in 
relation to the elegiac shepherds of the Georgics? 

Trevoux’s Dictionnaire universel du françois et du latin, known as the Jesuit 
Dictionary (Nancy 1738-1742) returned to Mersenne’s declarations on the subject, 
adding information regarding the shape of the Pan flute: “CHALUMEAU is also the 
term adopted for an instrument used in rustic music consisting of one or more wheat 
shafts, or slender pipes made of other materials. Calamus, fistula pastoritia, Avena.”

According to Mersenne, the mouthpiece was variable, ranging from blowing across 
a bevelled aperture, making a reed vibrate with air, or increasing the sound resonance 
by means of a fine leather membrane. Following his analysis of the various flutes 
that differed from the chalumeau on account of their complexity, he addressed the 
chalemie, or shawm (the name of which clearly derives from the word chalumeau), 
which was fitted with a reed made of cane, which could also be more complex. Next 
he dealt with oboes with double reeds, bearing witness to the fact that during his own 
lifetime the question of the mouthpiece was not the only criterion of differentiation. 
There was also the bore of the instrument, the material it was made of and the degree 
of refinement.

Wind instruments and the muddle concerning their classification: baring the bore
The cylindrical bore is what establishes the harmonic characteristics of the clarinet, 
and indeed of the much simpler chalumeau, whereas the bore of the double-reed 
hautbois and oboe is conical. In actual fact, the conical bore had always been a 
feature of certain pipes made from bark, and only later was it extended to more 
complex instruments. The conical bore affects the sound by turning the harmonics of 
the upper third into the harmonics of the octave. The Renaissance recorder still had 
a cylindrical bore, whereas the Baroque recorder had a reversed taper conical bore. 
Meanwhile the Pan pipe, which has its own harmonics (the octave and the dominant 
fifth) had developed well ahead of the others, because its bore is bottle-shaped and 
slightly conical when the pipes are stopped. Thus the air blown down it returns to 
the upper hole following the cone shape in both directions, making it both reversed 
taper and non-reversed taper. Medieval frestels could even have a square bore without 



Lastly, the Ouverture-suite TWV55:Es2 in E flat calls for a French instrument, the 
flûte pastorelle, or recorder, and it may be that the strings tuned up to the lower key. 
Relatively extensive, the piece requires average virtuoso skill, with the flute doubling 
the violins. There is something particularly novel and alluring about the presence of 
a flûte pastorelle in a public concert, because it requires of the flautist a real tour de 
force. It is tempting to imagine Telemann himself in the role. To play the Pan flute 
certainly called for advanced technical skill. Yet the instrument had been used by 
professional and semi-professional musicians since ancient times, which is why it was 
readily accepted within learned musical circles despite its bucolic connotations.

An appeal to musicological research
Current musicological research and study of how instruments were built have still to 
express a definitive opinion on questions pertaining to the recording of these pieces 
with a Pan flute. In the meantime, the best way of suggesting Telemann’s interest in an 
instrument of this sort is to follow the precepts implicit in the technical description of 
the instruments. Understanding the material possibilities and range of each instrument 
contributes fundamentally to complete comprehension of the intrinsic qualities 
of a work. In other words, the most fruitful approach is to select the works from 
Telemann’s overall oeuvre that best lend themselves to performance on an instrument 
similar to those he heard in Romania. Such works prove to be interwoven with echoes 
characteristic of the instrument: the lively Passepieds, for instance, which come across 
as curiously similar to typical Romanian dances, with their alternation of binary and 
triple rhythms. 

This recording should at least urge musicologists appreciate that the Pan flute is 
not too antiquated or limited to feature in learned music. Indeed, further research 
should reveal with greater clarity its real position in musical history. Were Lully, 
Telemann and Kunzen alone in their discernment and regard for the instrument?  
Vivaldi adopted the Venetian Latin terms “fistula & tibia” in his annotations for 
the Gloria RV588, and evokes the “fistula agresti” in the text of the motet RV623 

Evidence in the oeuvre of Telemann
Telemann actually wrote three works for flute 
pastorelle9. The brief aria in TWV41:E3 suggests that 
the instrument was popular among amateur musicians, 
since it was published in the periodical Der getreue 
Music-Meister (1728). As with Kunzen, the piece is in 
E major, which implies a diatonic ten-tone instrument, 
possibly in F, like the recorders, but in a lower pitch. 
The key could, however, be a tropos (Greek mode) of 
pastoral joy, and thus lead us to mistaken conclusions 
concerning construction. In phrasing the composition 
is close to other works for the chalumeau, not least 
because musicians who played the clarinet were still 
aware that the Pan flute belonged to the same family: it 
was they who played it out of curiosity.

For the centennial anniversary of the Hamburg 
Admiralty, celebrated on 6th April 1723, Telemann 
wrote a truly magnificent Wassermusik, and for the 
banquet a serenade known as the Admiralitätsmusik 
TWV24:1, in which he again uses the Pan flute to 

accompany Neptune’s aria “Dein Wohlergehn, o Schönste” (in the same key of 
E). He refers to the instrument as a Flauto pastorale vel aquativo, which certainly 
evokes images of antiquity. However, it also gives rise to another question: the flauto 
pastorale of the multiple pipe sort was probably the most common solution, but use 
of the term flauto aquativo also suggests the syrinx and the watery connotations 
of the reed whose knot acts as a stop at one end. Could it be that for the occasion 
Telemann actually had, or would liked to have had, a Rumanian naï? Or was what 
he had to hand a French syrinx, a boilermaker’s whistle, such as the instrument 
Mersenne described?

F.M. Mersenno: 
Harmonicorum, libri 
XII: in quibus agitur de 
sonorum natura, causis, et 
affectibus; de consonantiis, 
dissonantiis, rationibus, 
generibus, modis, cantibus, 
compositione, orbisque totius 
harmonicis instrumentis. 
1648. Illustration from: liber 
secundus de instrumentis.



yet more austere and distant 
as regards the expression of 
feelings. The Lombard style 
thus occupied a middle ground 
between the two. 

With regard to stylistic 
identity, Telemann chose a path 
of his own, establishing his 
own space between the classical 
rule of the Roman style and the 
eastern-leaning Neapolitan style. 
This position did not, however, 
coincide with the Lombard 

school, which was considered excessively archaic, but arguably had more in common 
with the Venetian style, or indeed with the teachings of the Athenian rhetorician 
Isocrates, who argued against static rules, and in favour of the just mean and “fitness 
for the occasion”. In rhetorical terms, this meant mediocritas, which was a virtue. 
Telemann was a composer who could mediate, or find the right balance.

Unlike Bach, who was unquestionably a declared Asianist, at least to judge by 
his learned contributions to Mizler’s Sozietät der Musicalischen Wissenschaften 
(Canonic Variations BWV769) and Telemann’s periodical Der getreue Music-Meister 
(Enigmatic Canon BWV1074), Telemann did his best to assimilate the Italian and 
French musical languages as well as certain traditional Polish stylistic elements. These 
and other ingredients he accepted as simple, pliable mother tongues, without trying 
to adapt them to his native German idiom. For example, whereas Bach may stagger 
the tempo of a movement in a concerto, stretching out the harmonic framework, 
Telemann is more synthetic in his approach, never deserting the original timing 
established by Corelli or Lully. This is evident in the Suite in A minor TWV55:a2, 
which helps explain why the French composers of the time accepted him and invited 

Canta in prato, ride in monte. So what instruments were actually played by the 
pastoral academies? And how do scholars such as Marcello or Martini fit into the 
picture? Not enough work has yet been done on the use of such terms on the part 
of Italian composers in their concertos, or on the exact meaning of the plural of 
chalumeau, which could perhaps indicate a single melodic score. When all is said 
and done, if whistle, pipe and reed are often used as synonyms, the only way to 
identify a Pan flute is perhaps the use of the plural and the addition of the adjectives 
“pastoral”, or “rustic” or “aquatic” as replacements for the name “Pan” with its 
pagan connotations. So take up your quills and scissors, musicians, builders and 
musicologists, and delve down deep into past practice and reality!

The refinement of Telemann’s music
In the end, the subtly refined choice of the Syrinx or Pan flute should reveal to 
listeners the extent to which Telemann transcends his own fame as a composer of 
works of great sweetness and natural elegance. Listening to this performance will also 
show him to be an untiring scholar and investigator, and therein lies his depth. To 
appreciate this to the full, we need to classify him within the classical framework of 
rhetoric.

In 18th century musical thought, the two main points of reference were Atticism 
and Asianism, which pitted the theories of the ancient Greek orators against those 
of their counterparts in Asia Minor: in other words, the meticulously shaped pure 
style of the former, and the complex, mannered poignancy of the latter. Song could 
also reflect these two opposing approaches: canto sodo as opposed to canto d’affetto. 
According to Christoph Bernhard10, who had studied under Carissimi and Schütz, the 
Roman style corresponded to the classical perfection achieved using the least possible 
material, whereas in the Neapolitan style feelings were unleashed to mirror the text, 
as though the emotions conjured up were real, which was like a pure form of the 
baroque. As for the Lombard style, it comprised the addition of embellishments and 
grace notes, akin to an extension of the Neapolitan style on account of the accretion, 

French Panpipes, 18th century, Paris, conservatoire de 
Musique, Musée instrumentale
(“European and American Musical Instruments”, 
Anthony Baines, first published 1966, B T Batsford Ltd)



1  In French in the original, spelling and all: “Vous lui avoit consigné une liste de plantes exotiques, 
pour vous les procurer, j’ay embrassé cette occasion avec beaucoup de plaisir, et j’ay eû soin de 
faire trouver cettes plantes, et vous les auréz presques toutes.“

2  “aber wie klopffte mir das Hertz, als ich Wände und Winckel der Stube mit musikalischen 
Instrumenten versehen fand!” G. Ph. Telemann, Autobiographie 1740

3  “Auch brachten mir, die hie und dort befindliche, treffliche Instrumentalspieler die Begierde bey, 
auf den meinigen stärcker zu werden; worin ich aber weiter gegangen wäre, wenn nicht ein zu 
hefftiges Feuer mich angetrieben hätte, ausser Clavier, Violine und Flöte mich annoch mit dem 
Hoboe, der Traverse, dem Schalümo, der Gambe etc. biß auf den Contrebaß und die Quint-
Posaune, bekannt zu machen.” G. Ph. Telemann, Autobiographie 1740.

4  “Wie nöthig und nützlich es sey / diese Arten in ihren wesentlichen Stücken unterscheiden 
zu können / (...) / es könne niemand / ohne solches zu wissen / hurtig und glücklich im 
Erfinden seyn. Es ist auch die genaue Bekandschafft mit denen Instrumenten zur Composition 
unentbehrlich.” G. Ph. Telemann, Autobiographie 1718.

5  “Als der Hof sich ein halbes Jahr lang nach Plesse einer oberschlesischen, promnitzischen 
Standesherrschafft, begab, lernete ich so wohl daselbst als in Krakau, die polnische und 
hanakische Musik, in ihrer wahren barbarischen Schönheit kennen.” G. Ph. Telemann, 
Autobiographie 1740.

6  “Ein Aufmerckender könnte von ihnen, in 8. Tagen, Gedancken für ein gantzes Leben 
erschnappen.” G. Ph. Telemann, Autobiographie 1740

7  Erich Benedikt, La Flûte pastorelle, TIBIA, Magazin für Freunde alter und neuer Bläsermusik, 
3/86, Moeck Verlag Celle.

8  Comparaison de la musique françoise et de la musique italienne, deuxième discussion, 1706.
9  Steven Zohn, Music for a Mixed Taste : Style, Genre, and Meaning in Telemann’s Instrumental 

Works, Oxford University Press, June 2015
10  Von der Singe-Kunst, oder Maniera, ca. 1650
11  See the account of Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg, Abhandlung von der Fuge, devoted to 

Telemann, 24 May 1753.

him to Paris as one of their own; and why Boucon, Blavet, Forqueray and Guignon 
should strive to have his music played in Paris11.

The Suite in A minor is actually highly instructive as a source of inspiration 
for Bach’s Suite in B minor BWV1067. Likewise the short Concerto in D major 
TWV51:D2 and the Concerto in G major TWV51:G2 provide particularly telling 
examples of Telemann’s liberal, intelligent use of an infinite palette of harmonic, 
rhetorical, melodic and rhythmical colours. Everything is there to hand, yet there 
is nothing in excess. Even when the composer indulges in a touch of caricature, as 
in the Suite ‘La Bizarre’ in G major TWV55:G2, nothing is excessive, and nothing 
is wanting. This is synthesis reconciled with reverie: a touch of melodic harshness, 
immediately tempered by elegance, even in the concertato dialogues, where much 
is surprising and everything harmonious. And when Telemann develops polyphonic 
complexity that transcends the Italian model, as in the vivace of the Concerto in D 
major, his playful solutions are never beyond the grasp of the average music lover of 
his time. In his ideas, Telemann is open-minded about everything, like the windowless 
monads of Leibniz, letting all possible worlds come into being. This is pure creativity, 
but shaped with utter rigour and the vision of the faithful master, a description that 
was evidently dear to a composer who founded a music magazine called Der getreue 
Music-Meister.

Telemann’s apparent lightness is thus the fruit of on-going commitment, the surface 
sheen that belies palpable depth, gravity of study and application. It both seduces 
and creates a barrier to full comprehension. To listen superficially can mean to prefer 
Benedetto Marcello to Telemann. Subtle spirits may even pit Telemann against Johann 
Sebastian Bach. Yet only those who are aware of the perfection of such balance and 
harmony, including their philosophical implications, can hope to appreciate Telemann 
to the full and recognize in him the German heir to Corelli.
© Cédric Costantino
Translation by Kate Singleton
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